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2016 Scholarship Winners!

Public Service Credit Union is proud to be able to recognize 10 deserving individuals. These
recipients were chosen from existing members who show academic promise, community involvement
and the PSCU mantra of “People Helping People”.  Three of the ten $1,000 checks awarded to the
worthy students were in honor of long standing Board Members, John E. Breen, Carol Palazzolo and
Jonathan Gallimore. 
Below are the names of the students that received scholarships this year: Alexis Anderson from
Woodhaven High School and a resident of Brownstown,  will be attending Michigan State
University to pursue her major in Human Biology; Christopher Carter, a resident of Detroit,
currently attends Bowling Green State University, and is working to achieve his degree in High
School English Education; Romney Funderburg is from Romulus, attended Romulus High
School, plans on attending College for Creative Studies in Detroit to achieve her major in BFA
Illustration; Sherice Hamilton of Redford, is looking forward to pursuing her major in Health
Services Administration through Davenport University of Livonia; Arold Jackson of Romulus, 
attended Huron High School in New Boston. He intends to achieve his degree in Biology from
Michigan State University. Mr. Jackson is the recipient of our John E. Breen Scholarship; Raymond
Johnson is from Southfield and has attended University High School Academy. He is currently

working to achieve his degree in Graphic Design from College for Creative Studies; Tanalynn Johnson from Southfield is
currently attending University of Detroit Mercy. She is working to achieve her BS/MS in Cyber Security & Intelligence
Analysis. We are proud to announce Ms. Johnson to be the recipient of our Jonathan Gallimore Scholarship; Savannah
Moffat from Romulus, is currently attending University of Michigan School of Social Work to continue her education in
Psychology/MSW; Alexis Moody is from Trenton, and currently attends Wayne State University pursuing her degree in
pre-nursing. Ms. Moody is receiving our Carol Palazzolo Scholarship ; and Ondrianna Tavtigian is from Belleville and
recently graduated from Huron High School. She plans on attending Wayne State University where she plans to pursue
pre-med.

Congratulations to all the 2016 Scholarship Recipients. Public Service credit Union is excited to be a part of the promise you show
towards a bright future! 
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Do you have the Advantage?

Disclaimer
*Monthly direct deposit of at least $1,500. E-statements & minimum of 10 transactions a month. Fully Managed Identity Theft
Research, Remediation and Recovery, Lost Document Replacement, Identity Theft Reimbursement Insurance - $25,000 Limit.
Entitlement to One bureau Credit Monitoring.
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How to Invest Your 401(k)
Considerations for what funds to choose and how much to invest

For many people, deciding what funds to invest in and how much to contribute from their paycheck into their 401(k) plan can be
confusing.

According to the 401K Help Center, an Oregon-based financial
knowledge center that monitors and aggregates industry
updates and information on 401(k)s, there are generally eight
to 25 investment options within a plan, with 19 choices on
average. So how do you know what to invest in, and how
much?

“You generally cannot invest in individual stocks unless it’s the
company stock,” states CFP® Dustin Obhas, financial adviser
with CLA Financial Advisors, in a June 2016 article for Market
Watch. Obhas recommends that an appropriate fund instead
should be a mix of both stocks and bonds within
exchange-traded funds or mutual funds.

What to consider in planning your 401(k) investments

There are two major points to consider when deciding how you
invest in your 401(k): how much money you’ll need, and how
many years until you plan to retire. You’ll want to find out
whether your employer offers a contribution-match percent —
typically 50 cents on the dollar for the first 6 percent you save
— so you can take full advantage in increasing your capital
gains.

Also, consider your risk levels and the investment expenses or expense ratio of the fund, as this information will better help you
determine whether investing in ETFs or mutual funds is the way to go.

Mutual funds versus exchange-traded funds

Both mutual funds and ETFs are a compilation of stocks, bonds and securities, and are managed professionally. ETFs are
considered a better alternative; their many pros include their transparency, flexibility and low cost. CFA Donald Bennyhoff, a senior
investment analyst for Vanguard Investment Strategy Group, highlights the differences between ETFs and mutual funds in an article
for Vanguard Investment Counseling and Research:

In general, ETFs cost less than mutual funds because they do not need to be actively managed by a professional and thus
they have fewer operational and marketing costs. With ETFs, the portfolio tracks a specific index, like the S&P 500, rather
than the performance of individual bonds and stocks.

1.

You can get a more accurate read on the value of the fund throughout the trading day and with real-time settings, whereas
mutual fund shares are priced at the end of the trading day and can be traded only after the net asset value has been
determined.

2.

Trading in ETFs is much more flexible than mutual funds. There are no restrictions, because they are traded on a secondary
market like a stock and can be sold short — unlike mutual funds, which do not allow for margin trading.

3.

There’s no minimum investment for ETFs, while mutual funds require a minimum contribution, making them less accessible
if the individual has limited money to invest.

4.

Individuals investing in ETFs will be taxed on only their own capital gains and personal earnings, whereas with mutual funds,
the investor will be taxed for all profitable securities sales.

5.

Mutual funds are still a great option for investing, especially if you have the capital to make more than minimal investments and if
you’re closer to retirement. Because mutual funds are actively managed by a professional, your portfolio of investments will be
better diversified than ETFs and can bring higher return on investment. The professional will decide which stocks and bonds to
invest in to meet your earnings goals based on the individual performance of those securities on a daily basis.

“If an investor buys ETFs at a premium to NAV and sells them at a discount, the investor may earn less than the return of a
conventional fund that tracks the same underlying index,” explains Bennyhoff.

In comparison, there are no brokerage fees or bid/ask spreads for mutual funds that could cut into your return on the investment
made. Furthermore, mutual funds have comparable options within each asset class for funds that don’t charge on trades, called
no-load funds, whereas ETFs always charge a fee per transaction.

Final considerations

A May 2015 article in CNN Money reports that financial planners will typically recommend you invest at least 10 percent of your
income each year into a 401(k).

“If you don’t think you can contribute because money is tight, at the very least, try to contribute as much as the company is willing to
match,” Obhas explains. After all, free money is free money.

Make sure you also understand your vesting schedule so you can plan your retirement for when your company contribution is 100
percent yours. And remember, you can’t take money out of your 401(k) until you’re at least 59 ½ years old or the money will be
subject to income tax plus a 10 percent penalty fee.

If you have any questions on the benefits of ETFs or mutual funds, or you would like guidance in investing your 401(k), let us know
and we’ll be happy to help.
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Tips for Getting the Best Auto Loan
Doing your homework before walking into a dealership can help you save

You’ve decided to buy a car — whether new or used — and all you keep thinking about is how exciting it will be to drive home with
a new toy. While car buying can be fun, doing your research before you walk into the dealership can help you save money. Consider
these tips when planning your new purchase.

According to a September 2014 article on NBC’s “Today”
show’s website by consumer expert Herb Weisbaum, before
walking into the dealership, you should know your credit
scores from the three major credit reporting agencies:
Experian, Equifax and TransUnion.

“You want to check all three because you don’t know which
one the lender will use and you want to give yourself time to fix
any mistakes,” says Director of Consumer Education
for Credit.com Gerri Detweiler. “I found a mistake when I went
to buy a car a few years ago, and if I hadn’t straightened it out,
it would have cost me a lot of money.”

You can use AnnualCreditReport.com, set up by the federal
government, or free credit sites like CreditKarma.com or
Credit.com.

Shop around first

Don’t make the mistake of walking into a dealership without
first checking out auto loans from other financers, including
local financial institutions. You can even get preapproved for a
loan, so you know what your best possible rate is going in.

“A lot of people just assume they’re getting the best rate and terms from the dealer, and that’s the last assumption you should
make,” says Liz Weston, author of the book “Deal with Your Debt.” Shopping around for an interest rate can also protect you from
hidden dealership fees.

“Dealers are legally allowed to add to your interest rate in order to compensate themselves … in effect, hiding the size of their profit
from the buyer. The only way you’re going to know if you’re getting the best rate out there is if you’ve gotten quotes from other
lenders,” reports a June 2012 article in Time magazine by writer and editor Martha C. White. The Time article also warns
consumers about dealers who offer to pay off the loan on your trade-in vehicle. In some cases, the dealership will pay it off but then
add and hide the loan cost in your new loan.

Choose the shortest loan term you can afford

Those 60- and 72-month loans may look great in the dealership with their low monthly payments, but you’ll end up paying more in
the long run with extended months of interest.

“Try to limit your car loan to about 48 months. That’s the optimal amount of time you should pay for your car,” says Automotive
Content Specialist Mike Quincy with Consumer Reports Autos.

Make a down payment

Don’t be fooled by the signs and flyers at your local dealership promising low monthly payments with zero dollars down; very few
people end up qualifying for these deals. If you can afford to, make a down payment on your purchase to save money in the long
run.

“Having a down payment will help you qualify for a loan and may help you obtain a lower interest rate. Lenders tend to look
favorably upon borrowers prepared to make a down payment because it makes default on the loan less likely,” reports Experian,
global leader in consumer and business credit reporting, in its FAQ section.

Buy add-ons separately

Would your car look cooler with a nice set of chrome rims or a leather interior instead of fabric? Most likely, but adding these
upgrades to your auto loan will only increase your monthly payments and possibly your interest rate.

“About 50 percent of a dealer’s profits come from the finance office,” says Chris Kukla, senior counsel for government affairs at
the Center for Responsible Lending, in a June 2012 article for Time. As a result, car salespeople will upsell their add-on services
because they’re looking to increase their profit, not help you with your costs.

Purchasing add-ons after your loan is finalized will also allow you to better evaluate the need versus cost for each, helping you save
money and purchase only those services that fit within your budget.

If you have additional questions on how to get the best auto loan, contact us and one of our representatives will be happy to help.
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It's a Perfect Season to Buy a Home!

Public Service Credit Union has a specially designed new mortgage program that provides our members with a great, low down
payment option that requires no Mortgage Insurance!

OUR LOW DOWN PAYMENT PROGRAM OFFERS:

No PMI (Mortgage Insurance)
Down Payment can be gifted funds!
Adjustable Rate Mortgage
Up to 95% Loan to Value (LTV)

Click here to apply online!

“Low Down Payment” Disclosure

Public Service Credit Union’s “Low Down Payment” special mortgage product is available to borrowers with a Credit Score of 700
and above. DTI not to exceed 40%, Maximum Loan Amount is $200,000, Maximum LTV 95%. Eligible Property types are Single
Family Homes and Detached Condos (located in Michigan). Primary Mortgage Insurance will be waived by Public Service Credit
Union. *Rates, terms and conditions may vary based on creditworthiness, qualifications and collateral conditions. All loans subject to
approval.
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Home Banking

Beginning September 13, 2016 the home banking will have a brand new look and feel!  Not only will the interface be easier to
navigate, but you will have access to our great new features including our new mobile app! 
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Holiday Hours
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Mistakes Parents Make Saving for Their Child’s Education
The mistakes made and how to avoid them

With the cost of higher education soaring, saving for your child’s college education is probably one of your biggest concerns.

However, many parents make some common mistakes that can seriously hurt their efforts, leaving them well behind on their goals.
Here are three of the most common errors and how to dodge those issues.

1. Being too cautious

While you don’t want to take too much risk with your child’s education fund, you don’t want to play it completely safe, either.

“Over the last 10 years, you would have earned an average 1.85 percent per year from a savings account or CD, according to
Morningstar,” states a 2016 article in Time magazine. “That’s not nearly enough to keep up with college inflation, and it’s a fraction
of what you might have earned with a moderate investment portfolio combining stocks and bonds.”

Still, most families continue to put their money in low-risk, low-return options despite the fact that college costs increase by an
estimated 8 percent per year, according to the SmartStudent Guide to Financial Aid. Instead, try a 529 college savings plan for
growth without huge risk. A 529 grows tax-free if the money is used for qualified college expenses. You can even open an
age-based account that becomes more conservative as your child gets older, thereby minimizing the risk as your child is about to
enter college.

2. Waiting too long to start

Editor David Levy of Edvisors Network, a college-planning
source, tells Deborah Ziff of U.S. News & World Report that if
you wait until your child reaches high school to start saving for
college, you will need to contribute six times more money than
if you had started at the child’s birth. That’s a harsh statistic for
any parent with a school-age child.

“What people forget is that the most powerful tool you have on
your side when it comes to saving for any goal is time,” Adam
says. “If you can use the power of compounding to your
advantage, and if you start now, you can save much more.”

Starting earlier also gives you more time to handle the ups and
downs of the stock market, so you can take a chance with
investing more aggressively.

3. Giving up before you start

Some parents are so nervous and overwhelmed about paying
the astronomical costs of college, they give up on saving
before they even start. Others worry that savings in the bank
will count against the family in financial aid calculations, which
is not true.

“The biggest impact comes from what you earn, not what you’ve saved,” Adam says.  

Furthermore, don’t set the unrealistic expectation of saving to pay 100 percent of college costs, Ziff says. A reasonable goal is to
pay for one-third of the cost of college through savings and the remainder through income, financial aid and loans.

“They (parents) can use college calculators to get a sense of how much college is expected to cost, [and] then set a monthly
savings plan based on how much they hope to fund,” she writes.

While saving for your child’s college education may seem daunting, just remember to start early and contribute regularly, and you
can get there.
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School-Based Movies to Watch Before the New Semester
These classic films are back-to-school basics 

It’s always hard to say goodbye to summer, but students of all ages can ease the pain of a new school year by enjoying classic
films about education.

So before the first class bell rings, make sure you have crossed these movies off of your “summer watching list.” Just make sure
the movie’s rating matches your audience before sitting down and enjoying the movie, as some of these suggestions are for
teenagers.

“School of Rock” (PG)

One of the best live-action family films of this century, the 2003
comedy “School of Rock” paired acclaimed director Richard
Linklater with funnyman Jack Black. The movie stars Black as
a struggling rock and roll artist who pretends to be a substitute
teacher at a prep school in order to make ends meet. Once he
recognizes the musical talents of his fourth-grade students,
though, Black decides to turn the class into a band that can
compete in the upcoming Battle of the Bands.

Funny and sweet-natured, this modern classic will delight kids
and adults with its great story and killer soundtrack. The movie
has even given birth to a Broadway musical, which stands as
a testament to its enduring popularity.

“Matilda” (PG)

Based on a book by “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”
author Roald Dahl, “Matilda” tells the story of a genius
8-year-old girl who has to suffer awful foster parents and an
equally awful elementary school. But on the bright side, she
does possess the power of telekinesis! Young children will be
entranced by this fantasy story, and also feel eternally grateful
that their principal is not nearly as bad as the tyrannical Agatha Trunchbull, one of the most memorable villains in this history of
children’s movies. Like “School of Rock,” this film has also spawned a popular Broadway musical.

“Mean Girls” (PG-13)

When screenwriter Tina Fey adapted Rosalind Wiseman’s non-fiction self-help book “Queen Bees and Wannabees” for the big
screen, she ended up crafting the most endlessly quotable high school movie since “Heathers.”

Released in 2004, this cult classic stars Lindsay Lohan as the new kid in town, who quickly attracts the attention of both the school’s
geeky outcasts and snooty popular girls. A hilarious yet sweet satire of high school drama, this movie has had a lasting impact,
even once being referenced in a tweet from the White House.

 “Clueless” (PG-13)

In the same way that “The Breakfast Club” is quintessentially ‘80s, writer-director Amy Heckerling’s 1995 comedy “Clueless” is a
film that screams ‘90s. From the fashion to the giant cell phones, everything about this movie will be either hilarious or nostalgic,
depending on your age. Inspired by the Jane Austen novel “Emma,” the movie focuses on a wealthy Beverly Hills high school
student named Cher. Though she is vain and superficial, Cher is also a bit shrewder and smarter than she may first appear, and the
antics of her and her Valley Girl friends prove to be engrossing.

“The Breakfast Club” (R)

The late John Hughes wrote and directed many of the best teen movies from the ‘80s, but the one that seems to have struck a
chord with the most viewers is this 1985 coming-of-age dramedy.

Starring the original “Brat Pack,” the film focuses on five high schoolers from different “cliques” who are forced to spend their
Saturday together in detention. “The Breakfast Club” manages to communicate the idea that you can’t judge a book by its cover in a
way that comes across as genuine rather than cheesy. Though some strong language makes this one inappropriate for especially
young kids, mature teenagers will resonate with the film’s message.

Whether you are looking for grade school-appropriate flicks or teen movies, there are plenty of fun and funny films about the trials
and tribulations of school.
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Vehicle Details: Best Cars for Younger Drivers
You don’t have to settle

If you’re looking for a vehicle for younger drivers, there are plenty of excellent models that are not only affordable, but also among
the best values in the entire automotive industry. 

Honda Fit

The 2016 Honda Fit starts at an MSRP of $15,890, a bargain
considering it was named both “Best Subcompact Car for the
Money” and “Best Hatchback for the Money” by U.S. News &
World Report. A 1.5-liter, four-cylinder engine produces 130
horsepower and 114 pounds/foot of torque, and when
equipped with the available Continuously Variable
Transmission, you can expect up to 33 mpg city and 41 mpg
highway. Features like the Advanced Compatibility
Engineering™ Body Structure, Vehicle Stability Assist and
SmartVent® front-side airbags helped the Fit achieve a
Five-Star Overall rating from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration.  

“Nobody has yet matched the Fit’s incredible versatility at this
price, and placed it atop a chassis that offers a modicum of
fun,” notes Car and Driver.  

MAZDA3 

Available in both sedan and five-door variants, the MAZDA3
has quickly become a favorite of automotive media and
consumers alike, and it happens to be the most affordable
vehicle to make Car and Driver’s 10Best list, with a starting
MSRP of $17,845 for the sedan. There are two fuel-efficient
SKYACTIV engines with fuel estimates rated up to 30 mpg city and 41 mpg highway, and a slew of available features that help
keep you safe, including a Technology Package that bundles a Lane Departure Warning System, Mazda Radar Cruise Control,
Forward Obstruction Warning, High Beam Control and Smart City Brake Support. Both the sedan and the five-door have been
named a Top Safety Pick+ by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.  

“Anyone who thinks a compact car can’t be stylish, fuel-efficient, value-oriented, technologically advanced and a hoot to drive
hasn’t met the Mazda3. Mazda’s small sedan and hatchback are all those things and more,” adds Kelley Blue Book. 

Chevrolet Sonic

The Sonic is one of the more popular models in the Chevrolet stable among younger buyers. In fact, according to Chevrolet, it’s the
company’s top vehicle for first-time buyers, with over 20 percent of Sonic buyers under age 35. And nearly 30 percent are trading in
non-GM vehicles. A new 2017 model is on its way, with the 2016 model already an excellent bargain starting at $14,345.  

There are two Ecotec four-cylinder engines that help the Sonic achieve fuel economy of up to 29 mpg city and 40 mpg highway.
And as in all Chevrolet models, the OnStar connectivity suite is available with 4G LTE Wi-Fi so you can stay connected.  

“The Sonic is Chevrolet’s entry into the popular subcompact segment. Available as both a sedan and a hatchback, it offers a
refined cabin and surprisingly good driving dynamics,” says Left Lane News. 

Kia Soul 

The Soul starts at an MSRP of $15,900 and is a great vehicle if you’re looking to stand out, having recently been named one of the
“10 Coolest Cars Under $18,000,” according to Kelley Blue Book’s KBB.com, on top of its spot on the “Best Compact Car for
Families” list from U.S. News & World Report. It was also a winner at the 12th annual Active Lifestyle Vehicle of the Year.  

The Soul is available in three trim levels (Base, + and !), and power comes from either a 1.6-liter, four-cylinder engine or a 2.0-liter,
four-cylinder engine with 164 horsepower and up to 24 mpg city and 31 mpg highway. All Soul models come standard with a
10-year/100,000-mile Powertrain Limited Warranty, among the best in the industry. 

“Proving once and for all that it’s hip to be square, the Kia Soul stands out from other compacts with a unique look that manages to
be both boxy and extremely funky. The affordably priced, hamster-endorsed hatchback also delivers a roomy cabin, ample
standard features and numerous optional extras, making it an appealing blend of style and substance,” says Left Lane News.  

There are plenty of great choices available for young drivers, but when you’re looking for financing, the best option is to stop by and
see us.
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Go Green: Inventive Uses for Your Leftover Yard Trimmings
Recycle your yard trimmings with these creative ideas

There are few smells better than that of freshly mowed grass.

Despite its wonderful smell, though, there is one big problem with mowing your lawn, and that’s the lawn trimmings that are left over
after you finish. Many people rake up and bag these trimmings, sending them on to the landfill. This isn’t the most eco-friendly
practice to have, though.

If you want to go green and use your trimmings in a way that will help the environment, rather than hurt it, here are some inventive
uses for your yard waste.

Mulch your garden

Organic waste always acts as great mulch for a garden, and
lawn trimmings are no exception. Rather than bagging the
lawn trimmings, simply rake them into the garden beds
throughout the lawn. Using yard trimmings as mulch for your
garden will also act as a weed repellent, which is another big
benefit for doing so.

According to OrganicAuthority.com, any organic medium,
including grass clippings, discourage weed seeds from taking
root. So there’s no need to use harsh chemicals in the garden
anymore.

Create a compost pile

Creating a compost pile is a similar use for lawn trimmings to
using them with mulch. Rather than putting the grass clippings
directly in the garden, though, composting allows the clippings
to become a soil conditioner instead. This conditioner offers
plants more nutrients and helps retain moisture in the soil.

According to RodalesOrganicLife.com, building a compost
heap is easy. Simply take a carbon-rich “brown” material, such
as straw, and top it with the grass clippings. Then, add some soil, more straw, and moisten the mixture. While doing this, organic
kitchen waste can also be added to the pile to make the compost richer.

Donate to a compost collection center

Not everyone wants to create their own compost pile. If you are one of these people, then consider donating lawn trimmings to a
local compost collection center. Many communities have public and private compost areas that will be happy to recycle any
unwanted greens. Some of these organizations might even give donors access to the nutrient-rich soil that is a result of grass
clipping donations.

Consider grass-cycling

Grass-cycling is a method of recycling grass clippings that might be the most appealing to those who don’t want to rake and bag
the leftovers from mowing. The method involves leaving the grass clippings right where they are, allowing them to decompose and
nourish the freshly cut grass.

According to University of Illinois’ This Land program, grass clippings are a great organic source of nutrients, especially nitrogen.
Because of this, it is the perfect way to keep any lawn healthy and green.

It is becoming more common for communities to refuse to pick up lawn clippings as part of an effort to reduce the amount of yard
waste in landfills. There are a variety of ways to use your yard trimmings instead that will help improve the environment and your
yard.
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